Bananagrams--anagrams to drive you bananas--consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagrams. Answers will be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

Two heads are much better than one. No mistake. Unless they're both yours and ---- of them ----.

Snoring distresses. The snorer's a bleep. 
------ don't make noises when you are ------.

Pawns become queens. The editor yawns. 
Here's what makes headlines: Queens ---- ------.

If you blow out the candle and the candle won't quit 
Just keep on blowing ---- it's ------.

It entails ten tails for a very large group. 
And thus ends our --- on oxtail ----.

The food and the service stink? Don't be a saint. 
Don't be ----------. Make a ----------.

The plight of the bumblebee's dreadful but that's 
Not quite as depressing as the ----- of the -----.

We don't hire hippies. So Personnel said. 
I shaved off my -----. I needed the -----. 

I've been here all day getting rained on and roasted. 
Why aren't the schedules in train ---- -- ?

He's going to send the next one roasting 
If the ------- spends his lifetime ----------.